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What is this presentation about? 

n This is about linguistics (language).  It
is not an English lesson.

n What we talk about needs to be
applied to real life.

n It is a constant learning process to
interview in a linguistically sensitive
manner.
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The Most Important Fact to 
Recognize about Talking to 

Children 

Adults and children do not 
speak the same language. 

n Court
n Complaint
n Proceedings
n Legal action
n Case
n Suit
n Matter

n Prior
n Previously
n On account of
n Pertaining to
n Best estimate
n State/statement
n On your behalf

“Same language” means 

1.  Share a common store of words and idioms
that we interpret the same way.

2.  Share the same skill in stringing those words
together in understandable ways.

3.  Share same skill in processing those strings of
words (whether short or long).

4.  Share ability to use and interpret them in
culturally appropriate ways.
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Please 
What’s up? 

At this point in time 
John has painted furniture. 

Focus for Today 

n  Making children reliable witnesses by asking
them what they know at the level that they can
understand it

n  Pronouns
n  Prepositions
n  When
n  How many times/How long

When you interview 
anyone… 

but especially a child 

FRAME 1st

ASK 2nd 
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Pronouns 

n  Young children sometimes confuse gender (he/
she) when they use pronouns

n  Although it sounds redundant, be repetitious
n  “Sam hit me.”
n  Don’t say, “What did he hit you with?”
n  Say, “What did Sam hit you with?”

The Problem with Reference: 
What does the word “that” refer to? 

You told me that you saw the man on the 
corner, and he had on a big red sweater 
and a funny hat, and he asked you to get in 
his car. 

Is that right? 

This and That 

n  Has something like this/that happened before?
n  Did that happen to your brother too?
n  Did he do that to your arm?
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Avoiding Problems with Pronouns 

When YOU speak: 
1. Be specific:

Put the nouns back in. 
Be sure the meaning of “it” and “that” are clear. 

2. Repeat proper names and places.
3. Repeat phrases from earlier questions and statements.
When the CHILD speaks:
4. Don’t take the meaning of the child’s pronouns for

granted.

Who is “We”? 

Me and Mary, we went to the park, and we saw 
some squirrels, and we threw some acorns at 
them.  And then we played on the swings and 
we ate our lunch.  But then we got in a fight, so 
we came home. 

Cross-Examination of a 5yo child 

Q. And then you said you put your mouth
on [Daddy’s] penis?

A. No.

Q. Well, why did you tell your mother that
your dad put his penis in your mouth?

A. My brother told me to.
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Prepositions 

n Underneath
n Behind
n On top of
n Beside/next to
n On/In

“In” 

n  The penetration dilemma…
n  What creative things have you or your colleagues

done to establish whether penetration took
place?

n  Tissue box, cup, hand signals, others?

On/In 

n  How did it feel on your body?
n  How did your body feel?
n  What was his [name for genitalia] doing?
n  Where did his [name for genitalia] go?
n  Help me understand…
n  What happened right after?
n  How did you know it was over?
n  Did he say something?  Tell me about that.
n  How do you know it was on/in?
n  Demonstration aid
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Concept Questions 

AGE:  Is she older than me? 
SIZE:  How tall do you think he was? 
KINSHIP:  Is Gramma Jane your mother’s mother 

or your father’s mother? 
TIME:  When did she enter the house? 
DURATION (time): How long did you live there? 
REPETITION (number): How many times did it 

happen? 
DISTANCE (space): How far away was she when 

you saw her? 

Concept Question: Passing of Time 

Q. How long have you lived here in Las Vegas? Do you
know?

A. About a couple of months.
Q. About a couple of months? Did you live here when

the third grade started?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you live here during the whole time you were in

third grade?
A. Mhmm (affirmative).
Q. Okay.  That’d be about nine months cause that’s

about how long school is, right?
A. Yeah.

Two kinds of WH words: 
Concrete/Abstact 

“Concrete” 
What 
Where 
Who 

“Abstract” 
When 
Why 
How 
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Aiming for Concrete Questions: 1 

Instead of : 
“When did it happen?” 

Try: 
n  “Who was in the room?”
n  “What did the room look like?”
n  “Was the TV on?”
n  “What was on TV?”
n  “Where was your mom?”
n  …and so on

Who, What and Where give 
you When 

Aiming for Concrete Questions: 2 

Instead of: 
“How many times did it happen?” 

Try:  [Use a FRAME 1st, THEN:] 
“Tell me about the last time.” 
n  Where were you?
n  Who was there?
n  What did you/he/she have on?
n  What happened to your [clothes]?...
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Event Focus 

n Last time
n First time
n Different (action, place, person, etc.)

n Time remembered most
n Worst time*

How Long? 

n  Most adults cannot tell you how long an event
lasts.

n  Try chronological sequencing with children to
get time stampers.

n  “What happened first?  …And then what
happened?  …What happened next?”

n  You can try “What happened before/after?” but
know these words are slippery.

FOCUS—AND SYNTAX 

Question put to 7 yo: 

Q. About how long was it that you saw the
penis?

A. About average—6 inches.
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Do You Understand the 
Question? 

Four Major Complicating Factors in 
Sentences/Questions 

1. Vocabulary
2. Number of ideas
3. How those ideas are strung together
4. Cognitive operations

Q.   After this happened
when was the first time
you talked to anybody
besides your mom
about it?

A. My dad.
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 Three Points to Remember about 
Questions 

1. The first requirement to answer a question is
the ability to remember it from the
beginning to the end.

2. You can’t give an accurate answer if you
haven’t processed [understood] the
question.

3. A response to a question is not necessarily
an answer to the question.  Follow-up.

Other Things to Remember 

n  You are providing an opportunity for the child to
tell what he knows in his own words.

n  Your questions will maximize the potential for
the child to be able to tell what he knows.

n  You can help minimize confusion for the child,
for your colleagues, for the judge/jury.

n  The better you understand what happened, the
better you can make decisions about the case.

Good Interviewing 

n Includes narrative invites
n Gets the child talking
n Keeps the child talking
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Good Interviewers 

n Blend their art with science
n Understand the implications of

linguistics and practice wisely
n Question their assumptions
n Test hypotheses
n Learn from peer review

You CAN “Speak the Same 
Language” 

If you: 
1. Keep your words simple.
2. Keep your questions short.
3. Question your assumptions.


